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At the recent summit, over 17,000 doctors and health professionals, including a former vice president
of Pfizer, called for the arrest and conviction of all those who have promoted the fake pandemic and the
faux-vaccine mandates.
Dr. Michael Yeadon, former chief scientist and VP of Pfizer; Dr. Robert Malone (an inventor of
mRNA therapy); and Dr. Peter McCullough, vice chief of Baylor University Medical Center, are
among the high ranking persons calling for prosecution of those responsible for the “vaccine”
holocaust.
You would think that would be big news, but not even Tucker Carlson is covering it. He is more
concerned with pushing the latest fake shootings on you as real, to draw your attention away from this.
As I have been saying for more than two years, this issue should lead all others, since it is the tocsin of
a real revolution. Tucker should be devoting all of every show to this crime against humanity, but
instead he is promoting purposely botched Afghanistan pull-outs, the fake war in Ukraine, school
shootings staged by the CIA, manufactured food and gas shortages (which is just profiteering by the oil
companies and preparation for more GMOs), alien invasions, and manufactured race and gender wars.
Other parts of the mainstream media are doing even worse, actively slandering all these doctors.
Wikipedia has rewritten their pages, slanting all coverage of them and leading their bios with the claim
they are spreading misinformation. No, they are spreading correct information. It is Wikipedia
spreading disinformation, or more precisely bold lies. Wikipedia is underwritten by Big Pharma and its
allies, so this is what you get. Jimmy Wales and the other criminals at Wikipedia should be arrested
with all the others.

Yes, I said the shootings in Texas and Buffalo are faked. I will make this easy on you: THEY ALL
ARE! How many of these do I have to uncover before you see the pattern? I have done extensive and
in-depth research on literally hundreds of them, going back centuries. I have never found a major
promoted event like this that was real. EVER. Your tax-funded Intel agencies like CIA, FBI, ICE,
FEMA, ATF, and the military literally have nothing better to do than to run these terror events against
you. You are paying the salaries of all these people to fuck with you 24/7. They aren't fighting foreign
terrorism or terrorists, since none exist. They are creating domestic terrorism to justify their multitrillion-dollar budgets and create destabilization. If you are afraid and confused by a constant line of
fake events, you can't find the footing to resist them in any meaningful way. Eventually you just give
up and go along with it. You take your pills, watch your TV, produce your widgets or shuffle your
papers, and dutifully give all your money and time and loyalty to people who are already filthy rich
from robbing your parents and grandparents. They trick you into allying with one pack of these
criminals, and after that you put signs in your yard for them and bumperstickers on your car. With
enough disorienting drugs and a big enough stream of utter lies, they can trick you into anything,

including killing yourself and your family with one of their fake vaccines, on cue from them. This is
precisely what they have done, and you had better wrap your head around it as soon as possible.
If you took the vaccine, you failed the biggest test of your life. But you may survive it anyway. If you
do, you had better brace for the next test, since it is coming up soon. I will give you a hint: you won't
pass it by taking a drug, doing what you are told, believing the government, believing anyone on TV,
believing anyone famous and promoted, or going along to get along. You won't pass it by switching
sexes, hiding at home, keeping quiet, investing in crypto, or attacking your family or neighbors. You
won't pass it by joining a gender war or a race war. You won't pass it by waiting around for the
governors or rich people to save you. You will pass it mainly by focusing and by refusing to be
diverted.

